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Their First Time: Teenage Romance tells of a young man's hopes, loves,
disappointments, and life experiences beginning at the age of 16 when he runs away
from home. The story covers his high school years through his returning home from
Korea at the age of 20. The novel begins with the run-away from home by a very shy
16-year-old boy after his completion of the 11th grade of high school. He is a very bright
and athletic young man. Even though he is shy, he makes many good friends,
especially his first love. His last year of high school is filled with excitement and
successes in sports, which lead up to his first date. His life is torn apart when, due to
the trickery of a mean aunt, his life is changed forever. He is on his own again and
desperately tries to return to the girl he dearly loves. Situations and circumstances
cause him to enlist in the United States Air Force. His basic training in the Air Force is
described from beginning to end. After basic training, he is assigned to the intelligence
service posing as a civilian at a large Ivy League university. Here, he has a devastating
experience, which causes the loss of his virginity. After loss of his virginity, he develops
a "no holds barred" attitude caused by many disappointments. The novel describes his
stint in Korea and ends with his return home the States after turning the age of 20.
While there is no vulgarity (only hinted) do not read this book if you are squeamish
when reading about romantic sex acts. The title of the novel gives you a hint. -The
author
Now, it's its 9th edition, O'Brien's Collecting Toys has become a necessary for any toy
collector. This comprehensive price guide includes everything from turn-of-the-century
mechanical banks to PEX dispensers. With three grades of pricing for nearly every
category, O'Brien's Collecting Toys will prove to be an indispensable tool in your pricing
needs. &break;&break;Included are: &break;&break;Action figures &break;Aircraft
&break;Animal-Drawn Vehicles &break;Banks &break;Battery-Operated Toys
&break;BB Guns &break;Comic Characters &break;Erector Sets &break;Figural Kits
&break;Guns &break;Japanese Tin &break;Premiums &break;PEZ &break;Plastic
Dollhouse Furniture &break;Ships &break;Tin Dollhouses &break;Tin Wind-ups
&break;Trains &break;Vehicles &break;Yo-Yos &break;And much more
A holiday on the Mexican Baja draws an unsuspecting American student into the dark
and terrifying white slavery trade that thrives just below the glamorous surface of this
high-end playground of the rich. The young girl's parents are close friends of President
Hunt who sanctions a covert CIA action to bring the young lady home. Alec Caldwell is
assigned the task, and in rescuing Katherine, stumbles on a well organized drug
smuggling operation linked to the kidnapping. Its existence is unknown to the DEA.
Fearing exposure of their ties to the illegal drug trade, President Hunt and his Mexican
counterpart conspire to have Caldwell disappear. A daring military raid frees Alec who
ultimately takes down both the assassin sent to kill him, and the people who run the
drug trade and who were planning to sell the young girt to a Saudi buyer in payment for
the drugs they were funneling up the Baja into the U.S. President Hunt's betrayal of
Alec brings a harsh response from the CIA. His misdeeds have been well documented
and a secret campaign is launched to expose this treachery and unseat him. But the
CIA's initial efforts fail. Hunt is ultimately taken down, but not by the CIA. A person
outside the agency with a personal vendetta is thought to be the assassin. But she
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disappears and a worldwide manhunt ensues. Is the assassin a CIA pawn? Does Alec
remain with the CIA and go with Vanessa to Morocco on yet another black ops
assignment? Or does he return to Montana to the respectable lifestyle his wife has
planned for him? And, what does Alec mean when he toasts Vanessa with... “Here's
looking at you, Kid!”
Puddle JumperHow a Toy is MadeHoughton Mifflin Harcourt School
Scott Foresman Reading ( 2004) components for Grade 2.
Current market values for 31,000 listings and 2,000 photographs are included in this
publication that has been revised with new toy categories.
"Human flight is not a simple matter of science and technology. It is a continuing epic of
dreams and obsession, of yearning and striving to harness the intellect in the service of
the emotions." In Like Sex with Gods: An Unorthodox History of Flight, Bayla Singer
offers a unique approach to humanity's fascination with flying. Rather than merely
tracing the factual prehistory of flight up to the success of the Wright Brothers, Bayla
Singer considers the interaction and influence of our dreams, fantasies, culture, and
technology on the age-old quest to fly. This enlightening study begins with the deities
and other denizens of the heavens that humanity has created in its religion, literature,
and art. At first a monopoly of the gods, flight came to interest humanity as a way to
free itself from the physical and intellectual bonds of the earth. The myth of flight
eventually gives way to the pursuit of actual flight. Singer shows in compelling detail the
many flying machines that have been created, including balloons, gliders, and kites.
The accomplishment of the Wright Brothers and our successful trips into space are
merely stops on a continuing journey, as our ancient dream of flight continues to push
us to new and loftier places. Filled with compelling stories and detailed illustrations, this
book provides absorbing reading for aviation experts, those fascinated with the intimate
relationship between technology and culture, and all of us who have even a passing
interest in flying.
Parenting in December is very different from parenting in July?especially while working
from home! As more parents work from home than ever before, there are unique
challenges when it comes to meeting the demands of their job, helping their kids thrive,
and finding even five minutes to take care of themselves. Parenting While Working from
Home offers tips, strategies, and reflections to help parents balance their careers,
connect with their kids, and establish their inner strength over the course of a year.
Parenting experts and founders of the popular website, Adore Them Parenting, Karissa
Tunis and Shari Medini share actionable tips, heartfelt insight, and planning strategies
to help you enjoy your own parenting journey while working from home. Building on the
authors’ own experiences and the most common challenges they hear parents voicing
today, Parenting While Working from Home encourages parents to make intentional
changes that will result in happier families and thriving careers. This practical guide will
teach you how to: Manage your time so that both your kids and your job get the
attention they need Build a professional network and maintain your productivity from
home Create a kid-friendly environment that encourages independence and strong
sibling bonds Consistently tune in to your own needs so that you can meet your true
potential And so much more While it isn’t always easy, working from home while
raising a family can (and should) be an incredible experience. Parenting While Working
from Home offers comfort in shared struggles, new solutions, and calmer days ahead!
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This thoroughly comprehensive book on collectible toys has undergone a complete
revision and update with thousands of new entries and photos being added since the
fifth edition. A favorite of toy collectors worldwide, the book makes informative and
entertaining reading for non-collectors as well. Photos.
Adopted by Rowan/Salisbury Schools.
All the resources you need to have success with Scott Foresman Science in one easyto-use spiral-bound edition. Includes a Teacher's Resource Package CD-ROM.
A price guide to thousands of toys, including Beanie babies, Star wars, Hot wheels, G.I.
Joe, models, banks, games, lunch boxes and restaurant premiums.
Toys are the happening collectible for the '90s. To meet the market explosion, this
monumental value guide devoted entirely to toys has been created. Providing
identification and values for more than 20,000 collectible toys of all kinds, this easy-touse book puts buyers in touch with sellers, magazines, clubs, and newsletters that
cover specific fields of collector interest.
Lists more than 18,000 items, providing descriptions, values, and identification tips for a
broad spectrum of popular collectibles.
A young girl helps her father as he develops his idea for a new wooden toy and then
builds it.

As seen on NBC's Today Show, the child development experts at the Oppenheim
Toy Portfolio rate the best toys, books, videos, music and software for kids 0-10.
Separate chapter on products for kids with special needs.
“Budewitz’s finely drawn characters, sharp ear for dialogue, and well-paced
puzzle make Jewel Bay a destination for every cozy fan.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Clean-as-a-whistle dialogue, endearing characters, and a solid plot make this
cozy a winner.” —Publishers Weekly “Cozy readers will relish the small-town
Christmastime frame accompanying details of frenzied wedding planning and
running a family food business. And, of course, recipes, too.” —Booklist Erin is
one smart cookie, but can she keep the holiday spirit?and herself?alive till
Christmas? In Jewel Bay, all is merry and bright. At Murphy’s Mercantile, aka the
Merc, manager Erin Murphy is ringing in the holiday season with food, drink, and
a new friend: Merrily Thornton. A local girl gone wrong, Merrily has turned her life
around. But her parents have publicly shunned her, and they nurse a bitterness
that chills Erin. When Merrily goes missing and her boss discovers he’s been
robbed, fingers point to Merrily—until she’s found dead, a string of lights around
her neck. The clues and danger snowball from there. Can Erin nab the killer—and
keep herself in one piece—in time for a special Christmas Eve? Includes delicious
recipes! Praise for the Food Lovers’ Village Mysteries: “A lighthearted and
amusing story with the added bonus of several yummy recipes.” —Mystery Scene
“Treble at the Jam Fest has all the necessary elements to satisfy cozy mystery
lovers: likeable, believable characters, a fast-moving plot, and a logical ending.
Great fun!” —Suspense Magazine “A pleasing read with a thoughtful heroine, a
plethora of red herrings, and some foodie tips.” —Kirkus Reviews “A delicious
mystery as richly constructed as the layers of a buttery pastry. Wine, enchiladas,
and song make for a gourmet treat in the coziest town in Montana!” —Krista
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Davis, New York Times bestselling author of the Domestic Diva Mysteries “Leslie
is a fellow foodie who loves a good mystery and it shows in this delightful tale!”
—Cleo Coyle, New York Times bestselling author of the Coffeehouse Mysteries
“Music, food, scenery, and a cast of appealing characters weave together in
perfect harmony in Leslie Budewitz’s latest book.” —Sheila Connolly, New York
Times bestselling author of the Orchard Mysteries and the County Cork
Mysteries
Breast cancer cost Nutmeg Brown her fiancé, her job, and her cleavage, but not
her love for Christmas. She’s had enough pity from family and old friends, so she
travels to Christmas Creek to celebrate anonymously. Army specialist Craig
Brockman has lost more than a foot and an eye. He’s lost his pride and can’t
face his family—least of all for Christmas. When his friend, Nutmeg’s brother,
asks him to anonymously deliver an old toy to his sister, he comes face to face
with a wish he’d lost long ago. A dose of Christmas Creek magic works over
Nutmeg and Craig—but only for a time. As contradicting wishes are sorted out and
the dream world fades, both Nutmeg and Craig must face reality and grab for the
one wish worth fighting for. --- Christmas Creek romances are a fun way to get
into the holiday spirit. They are sassy, standalone romances centered around a
town which celebrates Christmas all year round. Each story has a happy ending
and can be read in any order, but of course, they are more fun if read together.
Deck the Hearts, #1 Can Holly’s jolly Christmas spirit help Grinchy Gordon Gills
save the town of Christmas Creek? Her Christmas Chance, #2 A woman with
cerebral palsy and her tomcat disagree about the attractive ex-con living next
door. Will a dose of Christmas magic reach through his dark secrets? A
Christmas Creek Carol, #3 A reclusive writer, Ebony Cruse, is given a one-star
review on her life by characters in her past, present, and future. Kitty, It's Cold
Outside, #4 When mailman Mick Jolly delivers a kitten to an abandoned
millhouse, he is ensnared by a beautiful Victorian woman caught in a Christmas
curse. A Christmas Creek Caper, #5 Someone’s stealing packages off the
Christmas Creek porches. Sheriff Brad Wing is on the case—until he’s caught
with his hands up and his pants down. Toy Soldier Christmas, #6 Breast cancer
survivor, Nutmeg Brown, finds a broken toy soldier under her Christmas tree. It’s
love at first sight with a wooden toy or is it? Red’s Christmas
Woodsman, #7When Ruby Red Rumsey visits her grandmother’s Christmas
Creek cottage, she finds a hunky woodsman asleep in her grandmother’s bed.
Folk toys are made with available materials by amateurs in the tradition of the
area's culture. Folk games are the traditional games passed along in the
playground. This delightful illustrated volume combines how-to descriptions and
personal reminiscences contributed by people across the state of Texas. Paper
edition (unseen), $14.95. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
With House of Gold, America's favorite Catholic novelist returns to the riveting,
apocalyptic storytelling which captured the hearts of countless readers in his
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explosive classic, Pierced by a Sword, while retaining the intimate, realistic
characters who charmed, surprised, and ultimately swept readers away in his
second novel, Conceived Without Sin. Join Bud Macfarlane as he takes you on a
gripping spiritual odyssey that will reverberate through your soul long after you
turn the final page.
Featuring more than five thousand color photographs for easy identification, this
definitive guide to a wide range of collectibles provides up-to-date values for
items ranging from Barbie dolls, ceramics, Americana, and autographs to sports
memorabilia, advertising items, jewelry, toys, and textiles. Original.
Toys are fun, but prices are for real when it comes to the toys you want to buy or
sell. When values are on the line, collectors can rely on this accurate, newly
updated price guide. The book features up to three grades of value for toys from
the 1840s to the present, including banks, action figures, classic tin, toy guns,
model kits, and Marx, Barbie and character toys. 500 b&w photos. 20 color
photos.
Here it is: the 1991 edition of America's most popular antiques price guide. This
perennial best seller boasts the most accurate, up-to-date prices for almost every
category of antique & collectible, as well as a special report on "Healthy Antiques:
A Guide to Use & Care." Five hundred black-and-white & full-color photographs,
800 information-packed pages, and more than 50,000 American market prices
provide the most complete picture of antiques & collectibles in hundreds of
categories. Updated yearly, the Kovel's Price List always contains prices based
on actual reports from the field, not estimates of the most recent season. The
book has hundreds of factory marks and identifying logos; helpful hints on
buying, collecting, restoring, & preserving; & a thorough, cross-referenced index.
It is an indispensible resource for collectors seeking accurate, reliable
information--from the source! In addition to being the authors of more than 50
books, Ralph & Terry Kovel have a nationally syndicated newspaper column and
a monthly column in House Beautiful. They are also the hosts of a weekly cable
television program on the Discovery Channel.
America's antiques experts Ralph and Terry Kovel present the 27th edition of the
best-selling price guide in America, with this year's prices for the antiques and
collectibles most sought by today's collectors. Includes the most comprehensive
cross-referenced index of its kind.
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